
CORPORATE BANKING

STRUCTURING ADVISORY

WORLDWIDE LICENSURE

STRATEGIC ACQUISITIONS

Our Services

SAXE Global is an independent,
forward-thinking consultancy
firm providing unique banking,
payments and structuring
advisory insights and expertise.

SAXE  GLOBAL

ASSET PROTECTION

+44 20 805 04849 info@saxe-global.ukwww.saxe-global.com @saxe_global +44 7868 812 499
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PHILOSOPHYWHO WE ARE

OUR CLIENTS

SAXE ADVANTAGES

DISRUPTING TRADITIONAL
CORPORATE SERVICES

A WORD FROM OUR CEO

SAXE was born through our founders' personal
experiences going through countless unsatisfactory
processes of engaging "advisors" on cases ranging
from a simple bank account opening to company
formation. By establishing their own practice, they
set out with a mission to create a safe-haven for the
modern entrepreneur.

Pairing cutting-edge solutions with a razor-sharp
business acumen of the team, the firm aims to
provide a superior level of customer service and
build strong, long lasting relationships with clients
worldwide to form a new force in global consulting.

ABOUT US

"Founding SAXE Global is the culmination of my
vision for a truly outstanding advisory firm that I
have developed over my career in corporate
advisory.
 

I am proud to lead such an outstanding team of
true professionals, that helped make my dream a
reality, and confident, that our dedication to
providing outstanding customer service will leave a
truly positive footprint in the global business
landscape."

ISAAC SAXE
Group CEO

We pride ourselves on our Tier-1
banking and legal advisory

network faci l i tating the most
extraordinary and above-market
solutions for our cl ients in every

corner of the world.  

TIER-1 PARTNERS

We rely only on the most
updated and latest

jurisdictional guidance staying
one step ahead of regulatory

uncertainty.  

LATEST GUIDANCE

We go the extra mile to assist
even the toughest cases

offering our services to even the
most structural ly challenged
regulated and unregulated

companies.  

UTMOST FLEXIBILITY
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